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EB-2015-0043 Rate Design for Commercial and Industrial Customers

Com~nn.ents on Staff Discussion Paper

Building Owners and Managers Association, Greater Toronto (BOMA) is pleased to provide its

comments on the Board Staff Discussion paper: Rate Design for Commercial and Industrial

Electricity Customers: Aligning the Interests of Customers and Distributors.

First of all, BOMA wishes to compliment Board Staff on a thorough review of the options.

Secondly, BOMA is pleased that analysis clearly reflects the Board's statutory objectives as listed

in section 1(1) of the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 (the "OEB Act"); namely:

• To protect the interests of consumers with respect to prices and the adequacy,

reliability and quality of electricity service.

• To promote economic efficiency and cost effectiveness in the generation,

transmission, distribution, sale and demand management of electricity and to

facilitate the maintenance of a financially viable electricity industry.

• To promote electricity conservation and demand management in a manner

consistent with the policies of the Government of Ontario, including having regard

to the consumer's economic circumstances.

• To facilitate the implementation of a smart grid in Ontario.

• To promote the use and generation of electricity from renewable energy sources

in a manner consistent with the policies of the Government of Ontario, including

the timely expansion or reinforcement of transmission systems and distribution

systems to accommodate the connection of renewable energy generation

facilities.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~_ ~ _
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Primary Concern

While the range of options and sub-options are fulsome, all of them assume that commercial and

industrial (including institutional) customers have timely and complete access to their utility data

at a reasonable cost and have the capability to make full use of it. This is not the case, and access

to this data is expensive, time consuming and error prone. Recently a report by the Utility Billing

Data Access Working Group (UBDAWG), entitled Transforming Energy Management in Canada -

ELEVATING THE C,4PTURE, COMPREHENSION, AND USEFULNESS OF UTILITY BILLING DATA FOR

ALL CANADIAN CUSTOMERS identified the key issues and solutions to the issues.1

The UBDAWG believes that there need to be changes an a number of fronts in
order fo resolve the prablern. Government and regulators need to provide the
necessary frameworks. Utilities need to better understand and meet their

customers' data needs. Customers need to demand improved access to data —

and, having gained that access, make use of the infarmatian to irraprave energy
perfcarmance ar~atysis.

Quote from a customer: "My organization's biggest challenge in
energy management is the lack of timely access to our utility billing
data. Without it, we cannot operate as efficiently or effectively as
necessary to achieve energy management and greenhouse gas
emission savings."

Currently, processes for capturing billing data and benchmarking performance
are dJfficult, error-prone, and expensive. The expense and Inaccurrxcy of current

dada capture processes, coupled with a general lack of understanding of how to
utilize utility bill information to guide sound business decisions are substantial
barriers t~o effective energy management in Canada.

While this matter was seemingly out of scope, BOMA urges that the Board use its authority with

respect to the design, presentment and content of non-residential bills to address this issue. The

1 SOMA has included the full report as an appendix to this submission.
1 _ __
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government's broader initiatives with respect to building labelling and greenhouse gas emissions

also rest on access to timely and accurate utility data.

General Comments on Options

While the Staff discussion Paper notes the boundary issues between rate classes, there are no

solutions offered to address them or at least no analysis of the options that indicates how they

should or could be addressed. This is particular interest to BOMA's members particularly those

on the cusp of above or below 5000 kW. Conserving or shifting energy use off peak can have

perverse effects if a customer falls below that amount with higher bills resulting.

The paper also notes that the design of rate classes was not included in the scope of the project.

BOMA appreciates that such a broadened scope would complicate implementation and confuse

customers, but recommends that a similar process look at rate class definitions including

differentiate between buildings and industry. There are already differences among LDCs which

address their local circumstances. BOMA suggests, given the likelihood of additional mergers

and acquisitions, that the status quo should be challenged to better align the interests of

customers and distributors.

The Staff Discussion Paper invites comments on how any of the options will be affected by large

amounts of net metering. While this is a matter for consideration, BOMA finds that only looking

at net metering restricts the opportunity for optimized use of distributed resources. SOMA

supports the inclusion of valuing distributed energy resources as a principle for rate design.

However, BOMA believes that the value should be considered not only from the perspective of

individual customers, i.e. net metering and individual distributors, i.e. local avoided costs. The

enhanced value of distributed energy resources is they can be shared and optimized with

neighbouring customers within a micro grid application thereby enhancing the usefulness and

applicability of distributed resources such as generation and electrical storage. Further, BOMA

suggests that consideration be given to thermal (heating and cooling) storage in order to better

e ~ ~ ~ 
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optimize local resources. Denmark is a world leader internationally, but one only look at the

achievements of Markham's District Energy System to see the benefits of such considerations

herein Ontario:2

It is not mandatory for buildings in Markham Centre and Cornett Centre to

carrnect to Marlrham's district energy systems. Building owners choose to

connect for a variety of reasons. Nere are the top four reasons building owners

are connecting t~a the Markham District Energy sysi~ems.

1. Un-Matched Rerinbrf~ty: Building owners and managers can count on

district energy. Markham District Energy's Markham Centre sysfiem,

now in it's 14th year of operations, reports 99.998°o heating reliafaility

and 99.997% cooling relialaUity.

~. Decreased L1fe-Cycle Cvsts: A building using district energy does not

need its awn bailers or chillers, as a result district energy custorr~ers

reduce upfront capital requirements and ongoing operating and

maintenance costs considerably, which means less financfat risk and a

far better return on investment plus the elimination of principal and

interest payments, property taxes associated with new boiler and chiller

instat(ai-ions, costly insurance and annual maintenance contracts, and

costs associated with operating bailers and chillers.

3. Comfort and Convenience: District energy service allows building

operators to manage and control their own indoor environments.

Building aceupan~s can be both comfortable and satisfied, no matter

what the outdoor temperature, Distrkt energy is available whenever a

building needs heating or coaling. Sa even rf there are unusually warm

days in January, a building can receive chiCled water or steam far crir

conditioning without starting up its c~wn chillers. In addition, district

energy reduces vibrations ar~d noise problems that could annoy buildi»g

occupants.

4, Architectural design flexibility: A building free of boilers and chillers

provides architects with greater building design flexibility. Architects

can easily design or renovate buildings to be more versatile and

2 http://www.markhamdistrictener~v.com/who-benefits/customers/
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aes~heticalty pleasing far both patentia! occupani~s and the corrrmunity.

It is MaE's objective to deliver a district energy praposa( to our

customers. ghat is cast competit~Ive with conventianal building systems

when evaluated over the life of the building. Competitive, reliable and

environmentally superior. We assume the responsibility of detiver~ng

this package of Eaenefits while allowing our customers to do what i~hey

do best.

Janet Beed, President & CEO Markham Stouffvilfe Hospital: "Markham

Stouffville Hospital (MSNJ took and important step forward when ifi decided to

partner with Markham District Energy (MDE). !n thrs critical relatinnshlp, MSH

does what it does best by providing high qualr'ty health care to our community;

and MDE does what it does best, providing reliable, compe~itive, and

environmentally superior energy services to our hospital."

More recently, in testimony in EB-2016-0004, a witness for the Ontario Geo Thermal Exchange

Association described the benefits of applying these same principles to geo based energy; similar

benefits are available in non geo based systems:3

MR. HATHERTCIN: A really simple -- it is a thermal battery. You can just charge

and discharge it' however you choose. You can do it through a district system,

but a rea! simple way to explain it is an ice rink with a swimming pool.

There are quite a few facilities now fihat actually they take the heat out Qf the

ice, and they heat the seats and the pool -- the seats where the people sit, and

the excess heat actually goes into ~h~ swimrrring pool.

So it kind of throws people off, but you can actually make rce and keep your butt

warrrr, and watch a hockey garrre and ga far a swim in the pool, instead of

taking the energy out of the ice and throwing it outside.

!t really reduces -- it is a dramatic.

And you could do that in a subdivision in an industrial way, where you could just

retrofit a whale area and rove alt of the energy throughout the thermal

battery, you know, back and forth, depending what the loads are.

3 EB-2016-0004, Transcript Volume S, May 11, 2016, pages 88-89
~ ~ ~ ,_
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It gives you a real opportunity ~o do that that you just -- 1 can't find anything

e(se that can da ghat.

Sa frorrr that point of view, id's an-demand renewable. As a battery It works. It

has a lot of flexibility.

Currently, neighbouring buildings are limited in their ability to optimize distributed energy

resources given the definition and regulation of utilities in Ontario and to some degree, the

differences between regulation of natural gas and electricity.

Another matter that was not covered in the staff discussion paper was the increasing propensity

of many BOMA members to provide sub metering to their customers, whether for energy

management or billing purposes. Further analysis may be necessary to determine how best to

optimize such arrangements under new distribution rate designs.

The final general concern relates to the potential for any of the proposed rate designs to become

limitations on the growth and expansion of small businesses, in particular. While this too maybe

considered a boundary issue, rate design should encourage conservation but not discourage

business expansion and therefore the addition of energy services within an existing business.

Specific Comments on Options

Options for G5~5Q

BOMA does not support either Option 1 or 4 as both are not supportive of conservation. Option

2 is a possibility, but the variable rate element should not be the same across both winter and

summer; rather it should be distribution specific to address the geographic span in the province.

Option 3 has some attractive elements, but it would require a lot timelier access to utility data in

order to approximate the example from mobile phone use given to explain it in which customers

have real time access to their usage data.

;~. ,~
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Options for GS>50

BOMA supports either 5b or 6b in but neither should use demand charges in off (system) peak

periods. As above the geographical span in the province already creates too many disparities to

the detriment of northern and rural areas.

Options for Intermediate Customers

Similar to the comments for GS>50, BOMA supports either 5b or 6b if neither use demand

charges in off (system) peak periods. As above the geographical span in the province already

creates too many disparities to the detriment of northern and rural areas.

Options for Large Customers

BOMA suggests that the Board differentiate rate design for large industrial customers and that

for commercial and institutional buildings. Industrial customers clearly have greater flexibility

for managing the timing of their energy use. In addition, many of them have benefited greatly

from the changes to commodity costs, whereas BOMA members and similarly service based

buildings have much less flexibility. With respect to the options, BOMA prefers 5b or 6b for the

reasons given above.

Additional Concerns

BOMA wishes to express some additional concerns. Overall, Ontario's electricity pricing has

devolved into a mishmash that, in total, no longer conforms to any standard of ratemaking.

• The allocation of the Global Adjustment on a kWh basis, with a 24/7 (except for

large industrial customers) belies that fact that many of the costs in the global

adjustment are time sensitive. If gas plants are intended to be for peaking

purposes, their costs should all be allocated to peak consumption. Solar is clearly

a peak generation technology for both winter and summer and its costs should

kaC3IVi,'~ (a;.~Ca4r ~~'
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also be allocated to the peak hours. The costs associated with Bruce Power

contracts are base load as are most of OPG's so only these costs should be

allocated on a 24/7 basis. The timing of wind generation needs to be analyses and

allocated according. Furthermore, BOMA's members are particularly troubled by

the mismatch between energy use and the collection of the global adjustment.

• There has been a significant amount of distributed connected generation attached

to the system, but every kWh sold through the grid pays for transmission whether

it is actually transmitted or not. This has represented a significant windfall for

Hydro One Transmission. It also contravenes the principle identified in this paper

with respect to valuing distributed resources. This has also resulted in the

opposite of what was envisioned under the Green Energy and Green Economy Act

in which local projects can benefit local communities thereby exacerbating the

NIMBY effect. While net metering may address some of these perverse

consequences, again unless rate design and overall regulation address the matter

of micro grids, Ontario customers will continue to pay for transmission services

that they do not receive.

K:\tbrott\wpdala\CLIENTS~Frnur & Company~BOMA • EB-20ISAU4J OEB Ralc Design~BOMA Conunenls 20I60527.docx
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Executive Summary

Problem 
_ _

"My organization's biggest challenge in energy management is the lack of timely access to our utility

billing data. Without it, we cannot operate as efficiently or effectively as necessary to achieve energy

management and greenhouse gas emission savings."

Currently, processes for capturing billing data and benchmarking performance are difficult, error-prone,

and expensive. The expense and inaccuracy of current data capture processes, coupled with a general lack

of understanding of how to utilize utility bill information to guide sound business decisions are substantial

barriers to effective energy management in Canada.

Analysis

The Utility Billing Data Access Working Group (UBDAWG) was established in 2014 to identify and evaluate

potential solutions to the billing issues mentioned above that exist among multi-site utility customers.

Utility representatives, energy market analysts, technical experts, billing data processing stakeholders and

end users were convened and consulted with throughout 2015 to:

• Expose the utility data tracking problem faced by multi-site organizations;

• Identify the benefits of a standard data protocol to deliver bill information to customers and the

utility industry

• Establish implementation criteria that include being easily adoptable, open-source, and compatible

with widely used programs, tools, and software packages in today's marketplace.

• Complete strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats (SWOT) analysis of current methods for

customers to easily capture and input critical data from their utility bill and to evaluate their

applicability and functionality as solutions

Conclusion

UBDAWG analyzed 6 potential solutions in this paper: Electronic billing, Utility website portals, Barcode/QR

Code/IQR Code, Green Button, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), and Optical Character Recognition (OCR).

Any of the six potential solutions reviewed in this report could provide the end customer with improved

ability to easily capture and input essential data from their utility bills.

UBDAWG is not recommending any one particular solution over another but encourages readers to use the

findings of this report to continue a dialogue in support of the identification and implementation of a

standard.

UBDAWG also believes that there need to be changes on a number of fronts in order to resolve the

problem. Government and regulators need to provide the necessary frameworks. Utilities need to better

understand and meet their customers' data needs. Customers need to demand improved access to data —

and, having gained that access, make use of the information to improve energy performance.

W HfTE PAPER- UTILITY BILLING ACCESSIBILITY - March 2016 3



Part I: Background

1.0) Purpose of this White Paper

This paper is one stepping stone towards the ultimate solution and aims to achieve the following four

objectives:

• Expose the utility data tracking problem faced by multi-site organizations;

• Identify the benefits of a standard data protocol to deliver bill information to customers, to the

utility industry and to Canada.

• Establish implementation criteria that include being easily adoptable, open source, and compatible

with widely used programs, tools, and software packages in today's marketplace.

• Complete a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats (SWOT) analysis of current methods for

customers to easily capture and input critical data from their utility bill and to evaluate their

applicability and functionality as solutions

The potential solutions, SWOT analysis, and proposed implementation criteria are presented in this white

paper. The purpose of the white paper is to raise awareness and stimulate discussion among key

stakeholders and the general public. The longer-term objective is to move stakeholders toward consensus

on a solution, and guide implementation.

We do not recommend one particular solution over another. Strengths and weaknesses are evaluated for

each currently available option.

2.0) Framing the Problem

Based on the Working Group's experience, over 95% of multi-site utility customers do not have a basic

understanding of how much they spend and consume annually on energy and water or how their energy

bill is calculated. Energy users from diverse industry sectors have suggested that lack of information is one

of their biggest energy management issues.

"My organization's biggest challenge in energy management is the lack of timely access to our utility

billing data. Without it, we cannot operate as efficiently or effectively as necessary to achieve energy

management and greenhouse gas emission savings."

—Suzanne Madder, Municipal Energy Conservation Officer, Town of Oakville

Progressive organizations recognize that managing energy strategically will reduce costs, improve

operational efficiencies, and reduce their organization's environmental impact. They want to track

consumption and cost on a regular basis to identify savings opportunities. Processes for capturing billing

data and benchmarking performance are currently difficult, error-prone, and expensive. The common

practice of manually entering billing information into a database is often delegated to untrained staff. This

results in inconsistent energy reporting and a reduced ability to identify savings opportunities.

The expense and inaccuracy of current data capture processes and a general lack of understanding of how

to utilize utility bill information to guide sound business decisions are substantial barriers to effective

energy management in Canada.

W HITE PAPER- UT[L1TY BILLING ACCESSIBILITY - March 2016



3.0) Utility Billing Data Access Working Group (UBDAWG)

The Utility Billing Data Access Working Group (UBDAWG) was established in 2014 to identify and evaluate

potential solutions to the billing issues mentioned above that exist among multi-site utility customers.

Utility representatives, energy market analysts, technical experts, billing data processing stakeholders and

end users were convened and consulted with throughout 2015 to collectively provide their input and

strategize solutions regarding the inconsistency of utility data delivery to customers. A listing of group

members can be found in Appendix A. All agreed that end users, utilities, and billing agents would benefit

from a better solution to capture and access billing data.

The diversity of this Working Group allowed it to tackle the issue from different viewpoints. It was guided

by the following mission statement:

"The Utility Billing Data Access Working Group will work to:

• Transform billing for Canada's utility systems into a consistent format that is easy to access for end

users;

• Develop a standard for utility billing that can be adopted by all energy providers in all jurisdictions

throughout Canada;

• Provide open-source solutions that will allow organizations to develop applications to read and

report verified billing components in a consistent and efficient manner."

4.0) Solution Overview

UBDAWG determined that the best solution to these problems must allow easy access to and capture of

uniform and relevant billing data from each utility across Canada. This does not suggest that each utility bill

look the same or contain all the same data, but rather that the format must contain a consistent and easily

extractable data package of key items that are available on all bills from each utility across Canada.

5.0) Benefits of Potential Solutions

Billing data accessibility ultimately results in decreasing energy costs and provides benefits to energy

consumers, the utility industry and for Canada. Each alternative covered by this paper should provide the

benefits listed below to varying degrees and at varying costs.

5.1) Benefits for Energy Consumers

The most direct benefit for energy consumers of more accessible utility billing data is that it will increase

energy awareness and literacy throughout organizations, allowing many people within each organization to

understand and focus on how to save the organization money and provide environmental benefits through

energy management.

Organizations will have reliable and accessible data to establish a true understanding of what makes up

their utility costs. Understanding these charges will allow organizations to prioritize where to focus efforts

towards cost reductions and set baseline measurements to track the progress they have made. As energy

costs constantly change, billing data is paramount in order to measure actual usage, pricing and associated

savings in both areas.

W HfTE PAPER- UTILITY BILLING ACCESSIBILITY -March 2016



Utility billing data provides fundamental information that allows more companies to proactively participate

in energy management activities. More companies will be able to mitigate significant energy and

environmental costs giving them a competitive edge in business.
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5.2) Benefits for Utilities and Canada

The greatest benefit associated with prioritizing energy efficiency is a reduced requirement for the

construction and/or refurbishment of energy infrastructure. The costs involved with building or

refurbishing such facilities can be enormous, and have a direct impact on the cost of energy. Energy

conservation is a much more cost effective investment than increasing generation capacity (Figure 2) and

allows utility or government energy authorities to ensure energy supply can handle demand while

minimizing costs to consumers.

The increased energy awareness and literacy gained by energy consumers from a Billing Data Accessibility

solution will help utilities meet their conservation targets.
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Part II: Evaluation

6.0) Problems with Current Billing Situation

The process for commodity billing/invoicing has not significantly changed over time (see figure 3)

• A unit of measure is used to count the number of items moving past a fixed point;

• The commodity units are tallied;

• A formula is applied and a charge is rendered to the client; and

• The transaction is completed upon payment (or promise of payment.)

F~igurc: 3: Current statics: Gathering data tl~rougl~ to paywent of ndlity bill

In today's billing method there are additional levels of sophistication that can be applied to each of the

steps in the process. The mechanisms to collect data, the validation checks between each step and the

sophistication within the commodity itself have both enhanced and encumbered the customer experience.

This system has typically been developed with bill payment as the primary driver, and has resulted in

significant obstacles for organizations with a focus on energy management.

6.1) End-User Perspective on Issues

There was a clear consensus from the Working Group's end-users: the lack of timely access to utility billing

data was the largest obstacle their organizations' had in energy management, alongside an insufficient

understanding of how to apply the data they had effectively. Customers with the biggest challenge are

those that deal with bills for multiple locations, across multiple utilities. They experience significant barriers

to completely understanding how much energy they are using. They receive different bills from various

utilities with varying information, in diverse formats and presented in inconsistent units. The adage "You

can't manage what you don't measure" applies to this situation. It is impossible to measure any energy

efficiency improvement actions if there is no way to effectively measure benchmarks.

6.2) Reading Billing Data

Every bill is different from utility to utility. Important information can often be hard to find and identify. The

information presented by each utility may also be different, even if they deal with the same commodity. It

is also not unusual for a utility to change the layout, design, and information presented on their bills. Some

utility companies bill for multiple commodities, such as natural gas, electricity and water, on the same

statement.

Unfortunately, all of these factors can lead to issues for many customers, especially for those with multiple

sites. Important energy consumption, peak demand and costing information can be difficult to identify

W HITE PAPER- UTILITY BILLING ACCESSIBILITY -March 2016 7



given these differences, which makes consistently recording and analyzing data challenging. This often

becomes a barrier for an organization to be able to report on their energy performance.

An important aspect of this paper and of solving the issue of data accessibility is to identify the key data

items that need to be extracted from the utility bill to allow multi-site utility customers to effectively

manage energy. This listing can be found in Appendix B.

6.3) Cost

Cost is one of the most burdensome barriers in capturing billing data. There is almost always a cost

associated with obtaining and storing data in a format that is useful for the purposes of energy

management.

I n the case of manual data entry, participants noted a probable cost of $18,000 - $40,000 per year, based

on the labour and time necessary to input a number of utility bills for electricity, natural gas, and water

over different utilities and jurisdictions. Administrators of multi-site organizations such as municipalities,

regional transit, provincial water and waste water plants, and industrial locations reported a cost that ran

between $1.80 and $2.20 per invoice, regardless of the means used to capture billing information from

paper (non-digitized) bills.

There are also issues with recording data correctly. With the case of manual entry, errors can be made,

with error-correction representing up to 30% of the total time spent on capturing data. Correcting these

mistakes increases costs for an organization.

6.4) Specific Issues with Paper Billing

Consumers identified the following issues in accessing information from paper utility bills:

• Often only one copy of the bill is sent to customers (may only be received and seen by one or two

people in the organization, paid then filed);

• Notalwaysclearhowchargesarebeingadministered;

• Notclearwhatmakesuptheutilitybillcosts;

• Not always clear what information could be/should be focused on for energy management

initiatives/purposes;

• Significanttimeandresourcesrequiredtocapturebillingdatarnanually;

• Changingbilldesignorinformationitcontainscanleadtoissues for customers with automatic

scanning software; can also slow down manual inputters as they look for necessary information

• For multi-site organizations, different utilities present different information in different locations

on the bill (can make comparing locations and normalizing data difficult);

• Manualrecordingofinformationisslow; alarge bottle neck for customers to overcome

• Manual inputcanleadtoerrors in data inputting, assessment and decision making;

7.0) Potential Solutions

UBDAWG identified and analyzed the following potential solutions:

1. Electronic billing

Electronic billing is an umbrella term to describe any method of presenting an invoice electronically to a

customer for payment. It provides for centralized documentation in one location on a server. It provides for

immediate invoice arrival and presentation. It can contain all the information a paper bill does, sometimes

more, with lower costs for the sender.
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2. Utility website portals

Utilities provide website space where customers sign in and access their account information. Website

information varies by utility but can provide invoices, consumption data, utility updates, comparisons

across regions, rate analysis, historical cost and consumption patterns.

3. Barcode/QR Code/IQR Code

The QR Code (Quick Response Code), an open source matrix bar code first designed for the Japan

automotive industry. It has become popular due to its fast readability and data storage capacity. A QR Code

can contain as many items as a creator would like, including invoice and meter numbers, account

information, usage, costs, general marketing, rates etc.

4. Green Button

The Green Button is an open standard that enables residential, commercial, institutional and industrial

customers to access and share their electricity, natural gas and water usage information in a secure,

electronic private format.

5. EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)

Electronic Data Interchange can be used to automate existing processes and safely move data from one

organization to another in a standard format. It has historically been utilized heavily in inventory

management transportation and distribution operations.

6. OCR (Optical Character Recognition)

Optical Character Recognition is the electronic conversion of images of typewritten or printed text into

machine encoded text. It is a common method of digitizing printed texts so they can be electronically

edited, searched, stored or displayed on-line.

7.1) Keys Measures of a Successful Solution

• A standardized transport mechanism by which the data can be communicated;

• A standardized format to represent the data being communicated; energy management

information must be made easily available;

• Reasonablecostforallparties;

• Ease of use for customers, utilities, software suppliers and energy service providers;

• Format is private and secure despite non-proprietary, open-source nature; provides open access for

all involved parties as well as third-party application developers

• Provides criticalinformationforseniormanagementtoparticipateinEnergyManagement;

• Facilitate adoption and drive customer value across utility, provincial and international boundaries

regardless of utility or organization size

• Facilitate the incorporation of other related data e.g. weather, water, steam, gas etc.;

• The solution must be a product of collaboration between utilities and key customer representatives

to ensure that it includes all of the measures mentioned above.

I n light of these measures, UBDAWG evaluated each of the potential solutions using the SWOT analysis

method.
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7.2) SWOT Analysis

Solutions Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat
Electronic Direct Software can be costly to Potential for future protocols Cost of software

Billing Multiple copies possible customer to be included on/in install/ upgrades for

Least expensive option Changes to bill format electronic bills customers

for utility can cause issues/
Software exists for additional costs to data
extracting data collection

Utility website Driven by customer Multiple portal logins, Potential for merged Different portals

portal Access to required formats format/portals across existing already

information when the Technical issues with utilities/ territories

customer needs it portals

Bar code/QR Can be included on No standard across the Proven technology Alternative solutions

code paper or electronic country Allows for easy, uniform data currently in

billing download at customer level development may

Can allow for Lower development, make adoption

formalized data implementation, usage costs problematic

collection across required for customer

utilities

Green Button Already in development Currently developed for Can potentially be developed Ensuring compliance

/use by some utilities the download of usage in future to include billing to the standard by

Allows for easy data, not billing data. data utilities that adopt the

download of usage data There have been Widespread adoption already green button.

and access for 3 d̀ party instances of customers underway
app developers having issues utilizing the

green button.

EDI (Electronic Direct delivery to Costs for both billing Allows for immediate/easy One of the costliest

Data potentially multiple agent and user for download of billing data potential solutions

Interchange) customers software development & Technical issues may
utilization limit adoption

OCR (Optical Ability to scan required Accuracy has been an Technology is improving Re-programming when

Character data from bills directly issue in the past, with 90- Software and hardware is new formats are

Recognition) into a database 98%accuracy considered starting to come down in implemented becomes

Allows for formalized average price expensive

data collection Higher cost to customer
Reprogramming required
whenever bill format
changes

7.3) Discussion of Potential Solutions

7.3.1) Electronic Billing

Many utilities are considering or already using electronic billing. It is environmentally friendly as it mitigates

printing and transportation resource use associated with mailing paper bills. Information can be easily

forwarded to many people within a customer organization. Ability to use Green Button or QR Code in

combination with an electronic bill would allow for more billing data to be readily downloaded at less cost

to the customer.

Without pairing electronic billing with another solution like the green button or QR Code, there is still some

cost and effort required by the customer to access and analyse the data. Additionally, if a utility changes its

billing format, this will require additional programming and manipulation of the customer's data extraction

software. As such, manual entry is often still required for this potential solution.
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7.3.2) Utility Website Portals

Many utilities have adopted online access for customers to access their pricing and use data. A number of

these portals allow for the customer to request data for a certain timeframe and sometimes in different

units or blocks of time depending on the service. Data is usually downloadable in a format that allows for it

to be easily copied, pasted and otherwise manipulated in an Excel spreadsheet. This results in fewer errors

that would be otherwise attributed to manual data entry.

The major issues associated with reliance on accessing information through web portals are:

• Information is not "pushed" to the end user- it requires customer action, namely increased time to

log in and retrieve data;

• Sites can be difficult to navigate;

• The customer may be required to log into multiple websites, resulting in multiple user names /

passwords, different platforms to navigate, which may be time consuming and become abandoned;

• Information may not be consistent from utility to utility, or from platform to platform.

• This option is ideally suited to small organizations, single site commercial or residential users.

7.3.3) Barcode/QR code/IQR Code (Quick Response Code)

The use of QR Codes is becoming standard practice in many business sectors. It would be a simple process

to include a defined standard set of items in a utility based QR Code on each electricity, natural gas and

water utility bill (paper or electronic). This solution would allow any consumer to capture utility use,

demand and pricing in a consistent format. The cost to develop and implement QR codes is minimal. Many

utilities and other organizations already use QR Codes for internal purposes. Due to the standard and

universal data protocol, the data could be incorporated into a customer data base such as financial

packages, energy management software or even smart phones/apps, as seen in Appendix C.

The cost to implement QR Codes is minimal and would not disrupt the utility billing process. It would

alleviate major costs and security issues utilities must overcome when developing other ways of providing

access to data.

The Barcode solution brings more advantages to multi-site organizations. This market tends to represent

about 30 to 40 percent of all energy usage in Canada. Single site locations such as residential, commercial

and industrial will also benefit at a lesser extent by quickly scanning this QR Code for tracking and

assessment purposes.

7.3.4) Green Button

This solution has been encouraged for electric utilities to be deployed on a large scale. BC Hydro has

i nitiated adoption of this protocol, and 60% of Ontario already has access to the use of Green Button.

Utilities other than electricity have not adopted this solution at this time.

Green Button programming works well with current government initiatives, such as the Portfolio Manager

software. This software is primarily used for conservation and demand management and not for energy

procurement. The Green Button was designed for consumer access to a simplistic data download. As

availability of data moves from monthly to hourly to near real time, the real value will be for customers to

look ahead and better forecast consumption and cost as opposed to just analyzing historic data and

associated cost.

A full summary regarding the Green Button, and a Canadian Utility's efforts to champion this solution

throughout North America, can be found in Appendix D.
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7.3.5) EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)

This globally used billing method fits many of the criteria for a viable solution, i.e. data is pushed to the

customer and transferred into a spreadsheet automatically. However, the main weaknesses of this solution

include the need for programming, the associated time commitment, and the installation of systems

required to utilize EDI. These elements continue to be barriers and prevent widespread adoption of this

solution.

Currently utilities and customers are not set up to implement this method. EDI requires significant business

process changes, to which some organizations are not open. Without widespread uptake and education,

there is not the motivation to implement. EDI is ideally suited to large users with the financial capability

and time to implement new software and process changes.

7.3.6) OCR (Optical Character Recognition)

One of the greatest strengths of OCR as a solution is that it requires no action on the part of utilities. This

option, used by many consumers currently, has an initial setup cost. It also requires time and effort when

bills are re-designed by utilities. There is a degree of error in character recognition (though this has

improved in recent years), and issues regarding characters in coloured fields on the bills.

OCR'is ideally suited to medium to large commercial and industrial organizations currently using OCR in

another fashion. it would be prohibitive for residential users and energy service providers.

8.0) Costs

As outlined in the SWOT analysis, each potential solution will require some expenditure by the consumer,

the utility, or both. The key to success is to minimize costs for both customers and utilities, while

maximizing the effectiveness of the preferred solution. The end goal is for customers to have easily

accessible and accurate data for the purposes of energy management and cost containment. When data is

costly or not easily accessible, it becomes a barrier to effective energy management. Consideration of the

success of any potential solution should consider cost to the consumer, while minimizing costs to the utility.

The chart below explores the relative cost of each potential solution. In investigating costs associated with

the various options, the Working Group found the following:

Reported implementation costs varied, sometimes widely, from participant to participant, for

similar items

• Participants were unwilling to share costing information and only provided "ballpark" values

Because exact costs are difficult to ascertain, we found it best to compare costs in "relative" terms, using

costs reported by participants relative to other solutions. End-users and utilities evaluated the options in

two categories based on each solution's relative cost to them: Low Relative Cost and High Relative Cost.

On the customer end, costs can be:

• Paying employees for the time involved to manually enter data;

• Creating and programming software for the various solutions;

• Creating and maintaining data portals and other complex programs.

• Technology investment
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End-users evaluated the options as follows:

Solution Relative Cost Reasons

Electronic billing High Manual data inputting still required,
error management costs

Utility website portal High Time costs associated with accessing

portal, data transfer

QR Code Low Availability of QR code readers, easy and

speed of scanning, less time managing

errors

Green Button Low Streamlined information readily

available

EDI High Initial investment costs in business
process changes, software

OCR High Initial investment in OCR technology,

error management costs, bill redesign
costs

On the utility end, costs can be:

• Software development and support charges

• Business process changes

• Technology investment

Utilities evaluated the options as follows:

Solution Relative Cost Reasons

Electronic billing Low Reduction in printing costs, little to no
change to business process needed

Utility website portal High Software development and ongoing

support charges

QR Code Low Little to no change in business process

needed, modest investment in QR code-

creatingsoftware

Green Button High Software development and ongoing
support charges

EDI High Software development and ongoing

support charges

OCR Low No changes needed to current process

9.0) Conclusion

The UBDAWG goal has been to identify and evaluate all potential solutions available to the market for

capturing, accessing and using utility billing data for successful energy management. Any of the six

potential solutions reviewed in this report could provide the end customer with improved ability to easily

capture and input essential data from their utility bills. Although the six potential solutions are all currently

available to varying extents, it is clear that what is needed is a standardized, universal system which will

reduce costs for both customers and utilities. The use of different methods prevents customers and utilities

alike from achieving economies of scale, and fails to easily provide customers with the information needed

to manage energy.
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A broader national and international dialogue is needed to continue the work of this white paper, further

developing an accessible, affordable, open-source format for conveying the utility data customers need to

drive organizational change and improvement.

For this to happen, changes on a number of fronts are needed. Government and regulators need to provide

the necessary frameworks. Utilities need to better understand and meet their customers' data needs.

Customers need to demand improved access to data —and having gained that access, make use of the

information to improve energy performance.
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Appendix B: Items that should be made available on utility bills
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\Jer;i~n 2

D~at~ Febrt~arv-U2-lb

ELECTRICITY

field Name Field Type' Field Sze''Bill Example_ . . _ _.._
Essential :a~.~plier Name: Text 5 'Toron#o Hydro

Essential 'Utility Type NE3rrtber 1 e lectricity_ _
Essential :Accaunt # Ted 33 99 94 49 99999 9

Essenti~) 'Post Code 

_ _

Text 7 'SSG 4V5 _ ._
Essent€al Miter # Text 10 99999999

Essential BiEling/Statemen# Date: Date ~u 11J3t}J14

Essential
_....

Meter dead Periad Fresm I):~te ~ 9?J01J14 
___.

Es~entisl
_.

esti~atedJactual Text 1 Estimated

Essential tv3eter Read Period Ta Date S 12/fl3/14

Essential_ ~stimateclfactc3al 
__ _

Tent 1 :Actual
......_

EssEntial_
_.

Total 8i11 Incl. Tax €Amoutat Due) Currency
_.
1D ;$1,0(30,0(30.[}Q

Essent€al Total Tax Cur~-enc

_

;$1,000,00{?.C10

Essential Cor~sun~ption kWh. ._.._ Nuenl~er 3D 841,$10.50

Essential Adjusted Consumption kWh: Number _ 10 876,575.37

Essential
_

CTernancl KVA N~rni6er 7 2,fl01.13

Esser~ti~l - Demand kW NurnFer 9 i1,711.5t3

Essential
__

Total Ctjrrent Electricity Charges (ire-tax} Curre~icy 10
__..

$1,04~,D~1{3.00

Essential Fixed Nlonthfy charges C~irrency 10 $1,Ofl4,0(}4.t10
.. .. ..... ...

Essential
..... -.. .

TotaE commutlity cis 3roes
..

Currency

_

10
., p ..... ..

$1,0OO,OD~.QO

EssentEal Total distrrb~rtion ch~r~es C;urrea7cy 1D i$1,Of}O,Oi~l.fl0

~es~r~ble :Line (vases ~C~t~~t~~r 10 ?

~ES~Y~A~~2 '~<~~?~.~I` ~~"1 tP~;,~Ifi2t' ~!lC71 ~5L'Y ~ I~~

~es~ra~l~
_.

~°~'~8}~t~~' C~57d1~2 ~C3CPE~~7C~' ~.~} .~~ {}{}(~ {}{~(j' {'~{~

(~2.SC58~f~. ~ ~_,: ,:1:~,~~, ~'~~ c~~ Y~ ~~tr~ Sri C„ ~fa8; a~iC'}~ 3Q ;~~. ~0,~~' Q~

~}~SIfa~7~€.._. ~ C7~a ~.._€T3t7f7! ~r' .COt15El YYt j?tt~t~ c ~1~C~~5. .._..

........_.

~ rarrP KiCY : _..... ~.~ ,~~,~{1{},~(1.(~~

Desirable fate SCcuct€fre G~}r,pra6 7 (~;te 15

~Fs'sraE~[e .:Paver Factor 4~~~n3i~er 5 ~3fl.5f

D~sir~k~le C3~pasitint~rest ~zarr~~~/ ___. 3.4 ~~ 'l ~<<~ ia ~Crit
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_ .

Versiflr~ 1 _, _ __
Date '; ~ebrua~~y-02-16

~+lATURAL GAS __ .
Meld iVam~ Field Type' Field Size B'siE Example

Essential Utility Dame: _text _ __ 5 Corot~to Hydro

Essential Utility Service: Number .. 1...... tlecfir-icity

Essential......... Account ~t text 13 99 99 99 99999 9

Ess~niial
__

:Post Code Text 7 L9G 4V5

Essential 'Meter # Text 1fl 99999999_ _
Essential ' BillhigJStatemel~t date: Date 8 11/30j14 _ _

Essential
_

Meter Read Period From Dale S 12Jf~1/1A

Esser-~tial estirndtecl/actual text 1 ' Estirn~ted

Essen#ial ' Meter Read Feriad To _ Date 8 ' 12/03/14__
Essential estimated/actual Text 1 Actual _,
Essential

_...
Total Bill Ir7cL Tax {Amount ~~~e) Currency 1{3 $1,0{}Q,OOE3.Q0

Essential._....
......... ......._.

Total Tax 
___ _ _

..... ....

Currency....
_ _

........ r ...._ _.__ ._........

$1,~0O,~OQ.00

Essential... ... Units used Number 1 r~~3

Essential. . . .Total natural Gas used {units} Nur~iber 7 136,147.

Essential :Total Gas charges __ ' Currency 9 $1,~t~0,00Q.0a_ _ __
C~~sirable Cor7tr~7c~e~'ttycl~~rg~ Cur~~ency It $1,t~fl0,aC~b3,~fl

~2S9i~~~3~~' I?'Stfl~Utft~llC~lc~lg~ _ ~~llii'~l'~~ ~~3 ~~,i~(~(~,Qf}f).E~~

€~asir~#~!e
l~rart~,.

Y
[~i~cy

_~
~c~flf3,~C1~.f10

T~,,~~r~, le Stflrageocl~ rg~

f~arge _. __
(u! I{}

1.3esir~at~le Pvic~~~thly utility ~Ilar~e ~. ~,~ ~ :~>>~ y~ lE7

_a~~,~o~,oa
$~,QO~,~IOf~,€3C} _.

Desir~abP~__

_

'~4~~xeliat~~ ~ei~vices c~~~r~e~ C~_ t r ~'~cy 1v $1,€~Q0,~0€~.f~4~

I7esir~able i~~ljustrner~ts C~_~rr~~ncy ' 1C3 ~~~,t~a~f3,L~tTt3 CJQ

[7esirabi~ ' l..o~~r a-at~e co~~sur~ptiot7 N~r~rrt~er ~ _._ 7 ?.97 
__

desirable [3r~~bsit Interest C~t~r~ncy iC; ';1,t~Qd,~Of~.QO_

t~~sirable g~enalties 
__

Curr~~r~ey_ _. _ 1U 5~,~t7fl,t~£~,€~t~ _..

Version 1 _ __
Date February-02-15 _..._. .
WATER

f~`l~FTiit

Essential 'Utility Name:

Essential... ...... Utility Service.__
Essential Account #

_ _
Essential Post Code

Essential Meter #

Essential
_. _..

Billing/Statement Date:

Essential Meter Read Period From

Essential estin~atedJactual__ ___
Essential

_
Meter Read Period To

Essential estimatedJactual

Essential Water Consumption (units)

Essential Total Bill Incl. Tax {Amount Due)

Essential Total Charges (pre-taxi _
~esirat~(e

_Total

_._.
Tc>t:a! Water C.i~arges _

C~Esiaak~le Sev~~gt Charges

C3esira~3tP Utter r.h irges

Desirat~ie [fie}~o~it intt~rest

C~P.S61"a~CP, ~P.t1~~t3P.,S

,..
Field Type Field Size Bili Example

Text 5 'Region of Peel

Nu~nher 1 Water

Text 13 99 99 99 99999 9
__ _

Text
__
7 L9G 4V5

Text 10 !99999999

Date 8
_...

11i30J14

Date...... 8 12J01J14.__...
Text 1 Estimated

Date 8 ,12/03/14

Text 1 Actua(_ .
Number 10 9,690,970.00

Currency
__
10
__

..__.
$1,400,000.00_ __

Currency 10 $1,000,000.00

t~i~rre~~cy 1. t)
~59.,t)OO,QQ~_..

O.E?C7

C~~rrerrcy '; 1C~~

r
'$1,C~t~~,000,f1f1_

Ciirrert

f't~rrE~i~cy 10 100C?Qt~fl
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Appendix C: (QR Code) Quick Response Code incorporating

standard data package to be extracted from utility bills

Example: QR Code for Electricity Data

~~
.~..N ~rr~rr ~ s r r

■ -ti r

Data for Electricity QR Code

Field Name Field Type Example Data

1 Utility Type Text Electric

2 S~ ~pplier N<3~~ie T~~r.t Horizon

3 Site Nan~c Text 360 Energy Inc

4 `-~treetAfiri~ ,-„ Text 1480Sandhill Drive

5 Unit/PU ~30>: Tc'~:t Unit 8B

6 City l e n t An caste r

7 Province i~~~xt O~~tario

Pos[~~l Coci~~ lr~;i I ~G-1\/

9 ; ~, cc o u n C!• Tc x t 1234567890 LZ

10 ~~le <<_ r i! l~e v t ~ {G124~7~

i t c~ i i,~i~~t~~i„~~~,~ i~~,~E~ n;~ <<, -~/~rl~m~~
1 ~ P.'lt~t~:r I~.~ ~;d From 11,3Ie t!~ ~Cl(G

]~ Pri~~~iou> F,~~r~dinx; f~Jumhi;r 5 ULO,OC)0

1;1 E>tin~at~~d/~1ctu~~l T~-xt ~ctur;!

15 P~~1et~~rRc~~d Iv D<~t~ ~ 3/30/?J1G

_[-G (:u;t~~~~t R~~aclin~; Nu~,~ber ~; 03C),;D

17 ( ~:ti ~~~rsier.i/ilr.tu;~ l I ~~~~.~ Actu~~ l

18 ~iriount Due Cup r~ ncy 4,9IU.4

79 lc~i;~l T~~ax ~uriency X572.51

?~~ C:oi~~.~n~iption (k~~;~h) ~Juir~l~~_~r n 1O

21 Adjusted Consumption Number 31,396

23 Der~n~~nd 1<~.,~I Number 60.86

24 Power (-~~ci or Number 0.93

25 Flit ch~r~~~~; ;~,ur1~j Currency $380.73

26 ;, fc~ ron~um~,tion Currency $3,671.92

27 $for demand Currency $539.69

._~, Toit'~ I f r~, l~ ~ I ~r„~~~; Cum ;~.cy $A,592.34

29 Customer Rate Class Text GS 50- 99~ kw

3Q Penalties Currency 0.00

31 Credits C~~rrency 0.00

32 TBD text Q.00

33 TBD Currency 0.00

34 i I,D number Q00
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Appendix D: Green Button and London Hydro

London Hydro was selected by the Ontario Ministry of Energy to be part of its Green Button initiative in late

2012. London Hydro has played a significant role in driving the development, promotion, testing, and

implementation of a framework based on the Green Button standard. Over the last several years there has

been lots of work done on the standard based on input from many utilities, government agencies and

standards organizations across North America (e.g. NIST, PG&E, SCE, SDG&E, London Hydro, MaRS, Chai

Energy, US DoE, Ont MoE, UL) .

As well, London Hydro is a founding member of Green Button Alliance organization

http://~reenbuttonalliance.or~. London Hydro would encourage any organization thaYs part of the

UBDAWG to consider membership in the Green Button Alliance organization as a means of helping

influence the direction for the Green Button standard and specifically the scope of the Billing Data

extension. Adding Billing Data to the Green Button standard is currently in scope of PG&E's utility pilot.

Green Button

Green Button is an open standard that enables customers to access and share their ~ J

electricity, natural gas and water usage information in a secure, electronic,

standardized and privacy enabled way. The Green Button standard can enable ~~`~----=''~

streamlined data access for residential, commercial and institutional and industrial

consumers.
The Green Button standard has been extended to include Utility Billing data and is currently in pilot with

Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E).

Background
The Green Button initiative is part of the Ontario Ministry of Energy

"Conservation First" initiative and Ontario's Long -Term Energy Plan (LTEP).

~~~ ~~ Green Button started in the United States after a White House call to action to

~~~~~~~~°~~'~~ ~~~~~ empower consumers to manage their own energy usage by giving them access

to their energy data and more options for managing their consumption.

Green Button is steadily being adopted across North America as well as being implemented in international

jurisdictions like Italy and actively considered in Japan, Germany and others. Presently, 100 million

consumers in the US have access to the standard, approximately 60% of Ontario has access to the standard

through Green Button "Download My Data" and "Connect My Data". BC Hydro has initiated its adoption of

the Green Button standard.

Green Button formatted consumption (and in the future Utility Billing data) can be access by the end user

in one of 2 ways:

Downloaded directly from their participating Utility via the "Download My Data" function on the

Utilities Customer portal. This data can be downloaded in either "CSV" or "XML" format, on-demand.

Integrated into a 3rd Party app through the "Connect My Data" API. This will provide a seamless access

to multi-facility customer locations that span utility boundaries. This access is contingent on

authorization by the customer and would be a 3-party agreement including the data custodian (Utility)

and the 3rd party app provider. London Hydro's customer authorization model is illustrated below:
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While initial implementations in Ontario focused on implementing Green Button enabled data access for
the residential sector, it quickly became apparent that the real need for standardized utility data was in the
commercial and institutional sector. These needs include an interest in ongoing energy management [not
just when you receive the bill at the end of the month or two or three (for gas and water)) and the
increasing voluntary and mandatory reporting requirements that C&I sector is subject to. Some examples
are the upcoming legislation on mandatory energy reporting and benchmarking for the C&I sector, reg
397/11 for all public sector buildings and the upcoming Cap and Trade data reporting requirements for gas
data reporting. Given the increasing need for this data in a standardized, streamlined and at no cost to the
C&I sector, large property manager (including the top 5 national banks) and industry associations like
BOMA Toronto, BOMA Canada and REALpac have all issued letters to govt to mandate the adoption of
Green Button across electricity and natural gas in Ontario.
These C&I associations, large property managers and their energy management and reporting service
providers (both in Ontario and in the US) have also identified the need for having access to billing data via
the Green Button standard. In response to this request, the Green Button standards groups are currently
testing the provision of billing data using the Green Button standard in PG&E today. While it is early to tell
the results of this implementation now, it is likely that given the large need demonstrated by industry (as
noted earlier) that the next iteration of the standard will provide billing data as part of the Green Button
data stream.

The following illustration depicts London Hydro's vision for a Green Button Framework:
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The Green Button data standard can also be applied to sub-metered data, where now consumer/ property

managers cannot have access to their whole building consumption data but may also be able to access their

sub-metered consumption data in the same billing format. This has already been implemented in

Washington DC, where First Fuel (Energy analytics/management company) used both whole building utility

meter consumption data in a Green Button format and also used sub-metered data in Green Button format

(provided through Schneider Electric sub-meters. Similar efforts are underway in Ontario where multiple

sub-metering companies have started to explore the provision of their sub-metered data in the Green

Button format due to increasing customer interest in the standard from the C&I sector.

The Ontario Ministry of Energy plans to conduct stakeholder consultations to mandate Green Button across

electricity, natural gas and potentially water in Q1 2016. These consultations present an excellent

opportunity to provide input that Ontario's implementation of Green button include billing data (or

prioritize its development and adoption into the standard) and also require that Green Button be rolled out

within time-frames that are better aligned with the user groups represented in this Working Group.

Green Button can be deployed by each individual utility on their IT systems as a custom development or

can be enabled through a hosted service by a Green Button hosted service solution provider like Schneider

Electric or London Hydro (who have already deployed multiple instances of their hosted platform across

North America). The latter option can significantly reduce the time, cost, and utility infrastructure needs to

implement Green Button across utilities of diverse sizes.

London Hydro's Green Button Platform

London Hydro has been championing the Green Button initiative as part of the Ontario Ministry of Energy

"Conservation First" initiative and Ontario's Long -Term Energy Plan (LTEP) since 2013.

The Green Button initiative prompted third parties to develop new and innovative applications to help

customers monitor, reduce and conserve electricity. Using these apps residential customers is able to track
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their data in a secure way to proactively manage energy usage on an hourly, daily and weekly basis before

the monthly bill arrives. Additionally, commercial and industrial customers can access usage information

across facilities that span utility boundaries for benchmarking purposes and overall energy management.

I n February 2013, London Hydro was the first utility in Canada to provide Green Button Download My Data

to customers through its customer engagement portal, MyLondonHydro. Since then Green Button Connect

My Data gave London Hydro an opportunity to meet its strategic objective of providing leading edge

technologies to its customers and worked closely with the government to explore this emerging market.

Currently, 60% of London Hydro's customer consumption data is accessible through Green Button to third

party applications. Additionally, London Hydro is deploying a Green Button Platform as "Software as a

Service" to two utilities in Ontario

For further information on how the Green Button standard applies to C&I sector consumer please visit the

Green Button for Business Consumer link:

http://greenbuttondata.ca/businesses/
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